
 

 

 

Dear Sirs, 

While unlike many users I appreciate the voice Google/YouTube gives ordinary people, 

I can only say this is censorship of the most pernicious sort. 

In the first place, the subject of this video, Gena Turgel, died recently aged 95. In 

England and most other countries it is impossible in law to libel the dead.  

In the second instance, I included in my video a link to my main website that documents 

the lies of Mrs Turgel, lies that she and her husband who predeceased her, never 

retracted, and indeed lies she embellished as the years and decades passed. She never 

did meet Anne Frank, and she never was THE Bride of Belsen as she claimed, but only 

one of many. 

I do not consider age, ethnicity, religious affiliation or any amount of personal suffering 

to exempt any person from scrutiny or correction. 

Thirdly, whatever valid criticism I may have made of Mrs Turgel pales into 

insignificance when compared with some of the videos hosted by YouTube. A few 

examples will suffice: 

There are tens of thousands of videos that allude to Bill Clinton as a rapist, even though 

he has never been questioned by the police for rape much less arrested. 

There are tens of thousands that allude to the “Clinton Death  List” which claim Bill 

and Hillary Clinton are serial murderers. I have done some research on this list, and  a 

few keystrokes refutes many of the claims. 

There are thousands of videos about the Elm Guest House list which make defamatory 

allegations against all manner of people. I could submit many urls but here is just one: 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4wUg-5VxDs) of a video uploaded three years ago 

that uses vile innuendo against the UK celebrity Cliff Richard. 

In addition to defamation of named individuals, YouTube hosts videos that contain 

slanderous attacks on Americans, Israel, Moslems, white men, white people, black men, 

blacks, politicians of all shades, indeed everyone under the Sun.  

In view of all the above, I am sure you will agree that my recently removed video is very 

tepid indeed, and I would respectfully ask both that you remove the strike against my 

account and reinstate it. 

Yours Faithfully, 

A Baron 

 


